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Abstract

We propose an alternative method to construct a quantile dependence system

for inflation and money growth. By considering all quantiles, we assess how per-

turbations in one variable’s quantile lead to changes in the distribution of the other

variable. We demonstrate the construction of this relationship through a system

of linear quantile regressions. The proposed framework is exploited to examine the

distributional effects of money growth on the distributions of inflation and its dis-

aggregate measures in the United States and the Euro area. Our empirical analysis

uncovers significant impacts of the upper quantile of the money growth distribu-

tion on the distribution of inflation and its disaggregate measures. Conversely, we

find that the lower and median quantiles of the money growth distribution have a

negligible influence on the distribution of inflation and its disaggregate measures.
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1 Introduction

Dependence between random variables refers to the relationship or association between

two or more. It describes how the values of one random variable can affect or influence

the values of another random variable. Understanding the dependence between random

variables is crucial in various areas of probability theory, statistics, and data analy-

sis. Using linear regression, the standard approach for estimating dependence between

two random variables involves fitting a linear model to the data and examining the

relationship between the predictor and response variables. Despite its popularity, this

framework inherently models only the conditional mean of the response variable. Still,

it fails to uncover the intricate dependencies that may exist within various regions of the

joint distribution. Consequently, it is a somewhat limited approach to describe the de-

pendence between the two variables. When dependence beyond the conditional mean is

of interest, a more general approach relies on quantile regression (Koenker and Bassett,

1978), which allows to investigate the effects of a variable on the entirety of the distri-

bution of the response.

The relationship between inflation and money growth has garnered considerable at-

tention in the field of empirical macroeconomics (see Lucas, 1980; Sargent and Surico,

2008; Benati, 2009). This relationship was particularly crucial during the inflationary

period of the 1970s and 1980s. However, adopting inflation targeting in most advanced

economies during the 1990s weakened this relationship due to sustained periods of low

and stable inflation. The recent resurgence of inflation and the expansion of the money

stock during the COVID-19 pandemic has revitalized interest in this relationship among

policymakers and researchers (see Laidler, 2021; King, 2022; Borio et al., 2023). Con-

sequently, this study examines the distributional impact of money growth on inflation

and its disaggregate measures in the US and the Euro Area.

We also investigate whether there is evidence of temporal variation in the distribu-

tional impact of money growth on inflation. To the best of our knowledge, our study
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is the first to explore the relationship between inflation and money growth in a distri-

butional context. Previous studies have solely examined this relationship through the

perspective of the conditional mean of the distribution and have led to conflicting find-

ings (see Grauwe and Polan, 2005; Gertler and Hofmann, 2018). The main advantage

of our study is that we can directly investigate the effects of excessive money growth (or

the upper quantile of the money growth distribution) on the distribution of inflation.

In recent years, there have been significant advancements in economics exploring the

application of alternative dependence measures. A notable proposal in this regard is the

Conditional Value-at-Risk (CoVaR, see Tobias and Brunnermeier, 2016), which utilizes

a system of quantile regressions (Koenker and Bassett, 1978) to assess the escalation

of tail co-movement among financial institutions. For example, these measures provide

the change in the financial system’s 1% quantile when a specific institution experiences

its 1% quantile. However, the linear construction proposed in the paper results in the

unfortunate limitation that the percentage point change in response to the 1% and 99%

quantiles is the same.

To overcome this limitation, we propose an alternative approach to constructing a

quantile dependence system for inflation and money growth. Our approach assumes

that with a sufficiently long time series of lagged past observations, denoted as zt, we

can reliably estimate the system of conditional quantiles for both inflation and money

growth, which become functional representations of zt. Therefore, by employing linear

projections, we can determine the sensitivity of inflation quantiles to changes in the

quantiles of money growth. This allows us to capture the intricate relationship between

inflation and money growth across different quantiles.

In contrast to the CoVaR approach, it is important to note that the responsiveness

of inflation to the 10% money growth quantile might differ from its responsiveness to

the 90% money growth quantile. The proposed alternative approach recognizes and

accounts for the potential variation in the impact of different quantiles of money growth

on inflation. This allows for a more nuanced understanding of how inflation responds
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to varying levels of money growth throughout the distribution.

Our empirical analysis reveals a significant positive influence of the upper quantile

of the money growth distribution on the distribution of inflation and its disaggregate

measures in the United States and the Euro area. Specifically, we find evidence of

an increasing positive skewness in the overall distribution of US Personal Consump-

tion Expenditure (PCE) inflation and Euro area Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices

(HCPI) inflation. This upward skewness primarily stems from a shift in the distribution

of services inflation towards higher values. In contrast, we find no significant impact of

the lower quantile of money growth on the distribution of inflation and its disaggregate

measures in both US and Euro area.

Moreover, our analysis uncovers that, at the median quantile, money growth has a

relatively negligible distributional effect on inflation. Only in the extreme tails of the

money growth distribution do we observe a substantial impact on the overall distribution

of inflation. Thus, our results suggest that the relationship between inflation and money

growth is weak during periods of economic tranquillity, as indicated by the median

quantile of the money growth distribution. It is only during exceptional events, such as

the COVID-19 pandemic, that this relationship becomes significant.

Furthermore, we find evidence of temporal variation in the distributional impact of

money growth on inflation and its disaggregate measures between the US and the Euro

area. Specifically, our results show a higher positive skewness in the overall distribution

of US PCE inflation and services inflation following the COVID-19 pandemic. However,

in the Euro area, we only find evidence of increased positive skewness in the overall

distribution of HCPI inflation and services inflation during 2015. This effect is likely

attributed to the implementation of quantitative easing (QE) measures by the European

Central Bank (ECB) at the beginning of 2015.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces and describes the quantile

dependence framework. Section 3 details the empirical application undertaken in the

paper. Section 4 presents the results derived from our empirical analysis. Finally,
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Section 5 concludes.

2 Methodology

2.1 A system of quantiles

Consider a time series of n-dimensional random vectors, Yt ∈ Y ⊂ R
n, and its nat-

ural filtration Ft = σ({Yt, Yt−1, . . .}), defined on the index set Z. Then, there is a

k-dimensional random vector Zt ∈ Z ⊂ R
d such that

P(Yt+h ∈ A|Ft) = P(Yt+h ∈ A|Zt), ∀A ∈ Ft+h (1)

for all t ∈ Z and h ∈ Z+. Furthermore, we assume the time series is strictly stationary,

which implies that the h steps ahead forecasting distribution for the ith variable in the

system can be defined as:

Yt+h,i|Zt = zt ∼ Ph,i(Yt+h,i|zt), (2)

for any i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, conditioning on Zt = zt, the associated τth quantile,

with τ ∈ (0, 1), is given by:

Qτ
i,h(zt) = inf {y ∈ Yi, Ph,i(y|zt) ≤ τ} , (3)

where Yi denotes the support of the ith variable in the system.

In the following, we consider the quantile linear regression (QR) model as

Yt+h,i = QU
i,h(zt) = z′tβ

U
i , U ∼ U(0, 1), (4)

where U and Zt are independent and β ∈ Rk is a vector of coefficients. Our approach

focuses on the standard quantile regression as of Koenker and Bassett (1978) assuming
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exogeneity. When endogeneity is of concern, we suggest using instrumental variables

(IV) to alleviate the issue based on the IVQR approach of Chernozhukov and Hansen

(2008).

Based on the quantile regression model, Equation (3) implies that

Qτ
i,h := Qτ

i,h(zt) = z′tβ
τ
ih. (5)

The coefficient vector can be estimated by solving the minimisation problem:

β̂τ
ih = argmin

β

T∑

t=1

ρτ
(
yt+h,i − z′tβ

)
, (6)

where ρτ (x) = x(τ − I(x ≤ 0)) is the check loss function at quantile τ and I(·) is the

indicator function.

2.2 Quantile Sensitivities

Several studies have explored the dependence between different quantiles of various

variables. One notable work in this area is the study by Tobias and Brunnermeier

(2016), which introduces the concept of Conditional Value at Risk (CoVaR). Given a

system of time series, the CoVaR represents the Value at Risk (VaR) of one variable

conditional on the event that another variable reaches its VaR. This approach provides

insights into the tail dependence and extreme risk associated with the joint behaviour

of different variables. In particular, this concept is interesting because it elicits the

riskiness of one variable in the future, given that another variable is already at risk.

Precisely translated into our notation, the CoVaR of the h steps ahead τth quantile of

the ith variable given the one step ahead τ ′th quantile of the jth variable defined as:

P
(
Yt+h,i ≤ CoVaRτ,τ ′

h,1 |Zt, Yt+1,j = Qτ ′

j,1

)
= τ. (7)
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Another attempt is made by Lee et al. (2021), who formulate the problem in a VAR

structure. Building on the VAR literature, they propose a quantile impulse response

function (QIRF) as the change of the τth quantile of the ith variable in response to an

exogenous shock to the system, that is:

QIRFτ
i (h) :=

∂Qτ
i,h

∂ǫt
, (8)

where ǫt is the vector of mean zero disturbances with a diagonal covariance matrix de-

composed from the standard mean regression structural VAR. Instead, Chavleishvili and Manganelli

(2021) propose a different quantile impulse response function to perform stress tests in

a structural quantile VAR (QVAR) model that captures nonlinear relationships among

macroeconomic variables. Finally, Han et al. (2022) propose several ways of construct-

ing and estimating quantile impulse response functions through local projection meth-

ods.

Our approach differs from theirs by accounting for the potential variation in the

impact of different quantiles of money growth on inflation. In particular, we combine

the approaches of Tobias and Brunnermeier (2016) and Lee et al. (2021) and define the

quantile sensitivity as the responsiveness of the h steps ahead quantile of a variable of

interest to the change of the 1 step ahead quantile of another variable.

Definition 2.1 (Quantile Sensitivity). Given an n-dimensional time series process Yt,

with n > 1, the quantile sensitivity (QS) of the h steps ahead quantile of the ith variable

with respect to the change of the 1 step ahead quantile of the jth variable, QSτ,τ ′

i,j,h,1, is

defined as:

QS i,j(h; τ, τ
′) :=

∂Qτ
i,h

∂Qτ ′

j,1

. (9)

Consider the relationship between Q̃τ
i,h and Q̃τ ′

j,1 as represented by:

Q̃τ
i,h = f

(
Q̃τ ′

j,1

)
. (10)
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Then, using a first-order Taylor approximation of f(·) about Qτ ′

j,1 yields:

f
(
Q̃τ ′

j,1

)
≈ f

(
Qτ ′

j,1

)
+

∂f

∂Q̃τ ′

j,1

∣∣∣∣∣
Q̃τ ′

j,1=Qτ ′

j,1

×
(
Q̃τ ′

j,1 −Qτ ′

j,1

)
,

Q̃τ
i,h ≈ Qτ

i,h +
∂Qτ

i,h

∂Qτ ′

j,1

×
(
Q̃τ ′

j,1 −Qτ ′

j,1

)

≈ Qτ
i,h +QS i,j(h; τ, τ

′)×
(
Q̃τ ′

j,1 −Qτ ′

j,1

)
, (11)

which implies that the change of the τth quantile of variable i, Q̃τ
i,h−Qτ

i,h, in response to a

change the τ ′th quantile of variable j, Q̃τ ′

j,1−Qτ ′

j,1, are proportional, with a proportionality

factor given by the quantile sensitivity QS.

Moreover, by considering all τ ∈ (0, 1), we can assess the relationship between

perturbations in the τ ′th quantile of variable j and the resulting changes in the entire h

steps ahead distribution of variable i. This allows for a comprehensive analysis of how

different quantiles of one variable are associated with variations in the distribution of

another variable over multiple steps ahead.

2.3 Estimation of the Quantile Sensitivities

The quantile sensitivity defined in Equation (9) involves expressing Qτ
i,h as a function of

Qτ ′

j,1. In this section, we demonstrate the construction of this relationship using linear

quantile regressions. By utilizing linear quantile regression, it is possible to estimate the

conditional quantiles of variable i given different quantiles of variable j, thus allowing

to quantify the sensitivity of Qτ
i,h to changes in Qτ ′

j,1.

Without the loss of generality, we consider a set of quantile levels τ = {τ1, . . . , τk},

k > 1. Let qj,1 =
(
Qτ1

j,1, . . . , Q
τk
j,1

)
′

∈ R
k be a k-dimensional vector of quantiles for

variable j, with j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Assuming a homogeneous model across all quantile

levels, we have:

qj,1 = Bj,1zt, (12)
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where Bj,1 ∈ R
k×d denote the matrix-variate quantile coefficients. We can now construct

the system of quantiles of the one step ahead predictive distribution as:

Q1 = (q′

11,q
′

21, . . . ,q
′

n1)
′ = B1zt, (13)

with B1 = (B′

11,B
′

21, . . . ,B
′

n1)
′ ∈ R

nk×d. Assuming that B′

1B1 is invertible, we have

zt = (B′

1B1)
−1

B′

1Q1. (14)

A similar construction can be obtained for the collection of h steps ahead conditional

quantiles:

Qh = Bhzt = Bh (B
′

1B1)
−1

B′

1Q1. (15)

Thus, Equation (9) can be obtained by selecting elements from the (nk × nk) matrix:

Bh,1 = Bh (B
′

1B1)
−1

B′

1. (16)

In this formulation, it is important to note that the linear projection approach assumes

time-homogeneous dependence. This implies that the matrix describing the interlink

between quantiles does not depend on zt and is assumed to be constant over time.

Therefore, the linear construction utilised in this article assumes a static relationship

between the variables and does not consider potential time-varying dynamics in the

dependence structure between the variables.

Nonetheless, the static dependence implied by the linearity assumption still allows us

to investigate how the distribution of inflation changes in response to a change in money

growth at different time periods. This is because, given the set of quantile regression

coefficients, we can find the quantile level of the observed money growth at time t, that

is:

τt = inf{τ ∈ (0, 1) : z′tβi,τ < yt,j}. (17)
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Then

QS i,j(h; τ, τt) =
∂Qτ

i,h

∂Qτt
j,1

(18)

gives the responsiveness of the quantiles at t + h of any other variable i to a change at

time t + 1 of the money supply from its current level.

3 Data description

In this real-data application, we investigate the response of change in money growth

to inflation. Therefore, we set Yi,t+h as the inflation measure and Zt as the matrix of

covariates, comprising an intercept term along with lagged values of both money growth

and inflation. As for the forecast horizons, we focus on the 12 months (or 1-year) ahead

forecast, thus setting h = 12.

Moreover, to deeper the analysis of the relationship between these key macroeco-

nomic variables, we apply the proposed QS measure to both US and European data,

with the aim of identifying common behaviours and idiosyncratic features.

The US PCE inflation data were collected from the St. Louis Fred database, while

the Euro Area HCPI inflation data were obtained from the ECB statistical data ware-

house. In our analysis, we adopt M3 as the designated measure of money supply for

both economies, and the M3 data for both countries was also acquired from the St.

Louis Fred database.

Regarding inflation, the two sources provide also data disaggregated by macro-

sectors but use different classifications for the latter. Therefore, we focus on four PCE

disaggregated measures for US inflation: Durables, Non-durables, Services, and Energy

Goods and Services. Instead, for the Euro Area, we focus on six HCPI disaggregated

measures: Unprocessed Food, Processed Food, Industrial Goods excluding energy, Ser-

vices, and Energy. Notice that applying the proposed method to different components

of inflation as well as its overall series allows us to better investigate the reaction of

inflation to money growth by disentangling the effects on the different macro-sectors.
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Our dataset consists of monthly data from February 1960 to March 2023 for the US

and from February 1997 to March 2023 for the Euro Area. All data are transformed into

log-differenced month-on-month growth rates to account for unit root non-stationarity.

4 Empirical Results

This Section reports and discusses the main findings for the two economies. First, we

examine the effect of money growth on the distribution of inflation and its disaggre-

gated measures. Second, we assess the existence of potential temporal variation in the

distributional effects of money growth on inflation. All the empirical analyses have been

performed by assessing the impact of both extreme shocks to money growth (τM = 0.10

and τM = 0.90) and “ordinary” or changes to the median (τM = 0.50). For each of

them, we investigated its impact on the entire distribution of the inflation variable, as

approximated by the fine grid of quantiles τ I ∈ {0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.99}.

4.1 Distributional Impact of Money Growth on Inflation and its

Disaggregate Measures

Figure 1 presents the distributional effect of the one-year ahead money growth im-

pact on US PCE inflation and its four major disaggregated measures across selected

quantiles. The findings reveal that at the 10th quantile, money growth significantly

negatively impacts the entire distribution of durable goods inflation (i.e., for every level

of τ I). However, a change in the lower quantile of money growth does not have a sig-

nificant distributional impact on the other three disaggregated measures and on the

overall PCE inflation. This is mainly driven by the high uncertainty of the (positive

but not significant) impact on services inflation. Turning to the upper tail of money

growth, specifically the 90th percentile, a significant positive impact is observed on the

right tail of the overall PCE inflation. This effect leads to an increase in the thick-

ness of the distribution tail and a rightward skewness. Furthermore, this rightward
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skewness contributes to the asymmetry of the PCE inflation distribution. In terms of

the disaggregated measures, shocks to the upper tail of money growth also result in

thicker-tailed but symmetric distributions for both PCE non-durable goods and energy

(goods and services) inflation. Instead, for PCE service inflation, we find evidence of

a significant rightward shift in the distribution. However, the upper quantile of money

growth does not significantly affect PCE durable goods inflation. Summarising, these

findings suggest that the increasing positive skewness observed in the overall PCE infla-

tion distribution due to changes in the upper quantile of money growth is mainly driven

by the shift in PCE service inflation towards the right.

PCE PCE Durables PCE Nondurables PCE Services PCE Energy

1
0
%

5
0
%

9
0
%

Figure 1: Distributional impact of the 1-year ahead impact of money growth on US PCE
inflation across selected quantiles τ

M ∈ {0.10, 0.50, 0.90}. Notes: the thick blue line repre-
sents the mean quantile responses of the 1-year ahead impact of money growth on US PCE
inflation. The shaded blue area represents the 68% bootstrapped confidence interval.

We also present the distributional effect of the 1-year ahead money growth impact

on Euro area HCPI inflation and its five major disaggregated measures across selected

quantiles in Figure 2. Similarly to the US case, our findings indicate that at the lower

quantile (specifically, the 10th percentile) money growth does not significantly impact

HCPI inflation and its associated disaggregated measures. However, for the upper quan-

tile of money growth, we find a discernible shift of the rightmost part of the distribution

of overall HCPI inflation, manifesting as right skewness. This emerges from the pos-
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itive impact on all the quantiles τ I > 0.45. Moreover, these extreme changes to the

right tail of money growth are found to increase in magnitude along the quantiles of

the HCPI distribution, thus resulting in a significant right-skewing effect. Overall, this

shift contributes to an increase in the thickness of the tails and an asymmetry in the

distribution. Notably, the aforementioned distributional shift appears to be primarily

driven by HCPI services and energy inflation: the former seems responsible for the level

shift (to the right) of the entire HCPI distribution, whereas the latter accounts for the

increased right-skewness. On the other hand, the upper quantile of money growth does

not exert a significant distributional impact on HCPI inflation is related to unprocessed,

processed, and industrial goods.

Consequently, the empirical results for both the US and the Euro area suggest that,

at the upper quantile of money growth (or in the presence of excess money growth),

the distribution of inflation becomes more positively skewed, with services playing a

crucial role in this distributional shift, followed by the energy sector and durable goods.

Conversely, at the 10th percentile as well as at the median of money growth, we find

no substantial distributional impact on inflation and its disaggregated measures in both

the US and the Euro area. This (negative) finding is of crucial importance as it high-

lights that conditional mean or median approaches are not adequate for modelling the

relationship between money growth and inflation. Alternative methods that investigate

other parts of the entire distribution of the response, such as quantile regression, seem

preferable. 1

To better understand the distributional impact of the 1-year ahead effect of money

growth on US PCE inflation and Euro area HCPI inflation, we present a three-dimensional

plot illustrating this relationship across all quantiles. These graphical representations

can be observed in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. A key finding derived from these

graphs is that, at the median quantile, money growth exhibits a relatively negligible

1We also report the distributional impact of the 1-year ahead impact of money growth for the 25%
and 75% quantiles in the supplementary material. These results display very similar dynamics to the
10% and 90% quantiles reported in both the US and Euro Area.
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HCPI HCPI Unproc food HCPI Proc food HCPI Ind goods food HCPI Services HCPI Energy
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5
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9
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Figure 2: Distributional impact of the 1-year ahead impact of money growth on Euro HCPI
inflation across selected quantiles τ

M
= {0.10, 0.50, 0.90}. Notes: the thick blue line rep-

resents the mean quantile responses of the 1-year ahead impact of money growth on Euro
HCPI inflation. The shaded blue area represents the 68% bootstrapped confidence interval.

distributional impact on inflation. It is only in the extreme tails of the money growth

distribution where a discernible and significant impact on the overall distribution of

inflation is observed. Consequently, our results suggest that during periods of economic

tranquillity, the relationship between inflation and money (represented by the median

quantile of money growth distribution) is highly likely to be tenuous, with a significant

relationship observed solely during extraordinary events like the COVID-19 pandemic.

Our findings are aligned with the empirical investigations conducted by Grauwe and Polan

(2005) and Borio et al. (2023), which present evidence of a statistically significant pos-

itive correlation between excessive money growth and average inflation across select

countries. However, the study conducted by Gertler and Hofmann (2018) provides evi-

dence indicating that the connection between money growth and inflation has weakened

over time across various countries. In all three of these studies, the relationship between

money growth and inflation is examined through the lens of the conditional mean of the

distribution, but they yield contradictory results, which is not surprising through the

lens of our previously-described findings. Our results, on the other hand, demonstrate

that the median quantile of the money growth distribution exerts an insignificant impact
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on the distribution of inflation. By comprehensively examining the entire distribution

of money growth and inflation, we can directly investigate the effects of excessive money

growth (or the upper quantile of the money growth distribution) on the distribution of

inflation, a perspective that the aforementioned studies cannot provide.

PCE PCE Durables PCE Nondurables

PCE Services PCE Energy

Figure 3: Mean Quantile Sensitivities of the 1-year ahead impact of money growth on US
PCE inflation across all quantiles.
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HCPI HCPI Unprocessed food HCPI Processed food

HCPI Industrial goods HCPI Services HCPI Energy

Figure 4: Mean Quantile Sensitivities of the 1-year ahead impact of money growth on Euro
HCPI inflation across all quantiles.

4.2 How Does the Distributional Impact of Money Growth on

Inflation Change Over Time?

In the previous section, we investigate the quantile sensitivity over the entire sample.

However, especially for the US, the time series cover periods characterised by very

different features, including great moderation, the financial crisis, and the COVID-19

pandemic. Motivated by the different economic and financial conditions characterising

these periods, we aim to investigate whether the quantile sensitivity of inflation to

money growth has experienced a variation over time. Specifically, we apply the quantile

sensitivity method to investigate how money growth affects the distribution of inflation

over certain time periods.

In this exercise, we deviate from the approach of selecting a shock for a specific

quantile, as discussed in the previous section (e.g., see Lee et al., 2021). Instead, we

calculate the quantile based on the observed money growth itself. It is important to
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highlight that using the results from the set of quantile regressions, we can obtain the

conditional distribution of money growth for the entire observation period. Therefore,

substituting the observed value yields the conditional cumulative density function, which

is a uniform random variable given the set of regressors. In particular, we define

τt = inf{u ∈ (0, 1) : z′tβu ≥ Y i
t+h}.

This approach allows us to illustrate the effect of a perturbation in the money growth

rate for a specific period.

Figure 5 illustrates the distributional effect of money growth on US PCE inflation

and its disaggregated components during four distinct periods: 1980, 2005, 2009, and

2023.

Overall, the influence of money growth on US PCE inflation appears to be inconse-

quential throughout the selected time periods. However, evidence suggests that money

growth’s impact on PCE durable goods and services inflation has changed since the

COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to the pandemic, money growth exhibited a negative level-

shift distributional impact on PCE durable goods. Subsequently, this impact became

insignificant. Conversely, for PCE services inflation, money growth displayed an in-

significant distributional effect before the COVID-19 pandemic, which became positive

level-shifting and right skewing after the pandemic. In terms of the other two dis-

aggregated measures of inflation, the distributional impact of money growth remains

insignificant across the four selected time periods, with the exception of the tails of

PCE energy inflation distribution.

The analogous analysis of the distributional impact of money growth on Euro area

inflation is reported in Figure 6. In this case, our analysis has focused on the time

periods of 2005, 2009, 2015, and 2023, since Euro area inflation data is available only

from the late 1990s. Our findings reveal that, in general, the impact of money growth on

Euro area HCPI inflation and its disaggregates are statistically insignificant across most
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of the time periods, except for 2015. Specifically, in 2015, money growth demonstrated

a significant effect on the upper tail of the Euro area HCPI inflation distribution, which

is characterized by an increase in the right skewness of the distribution.

This observed impact is largely attributed to the positive level shift of the HCPI

services inflation distribution, while the increase of skewness is related to the effects on

the right tail of the HCPI energy inflation. It is possible that this significant impact of

money growth on Euro area inflation is the result of quantitative easing (QE) measures

implemented by the European Central Bank (ECB) at the beginning of 2015. However,

the significance of this impact appears to have diminished following the outbreak of the

COVID-19 pandemic.

In summary, our analyses on both the Euro area and US reveal that the distributional

impact of money growth inflation and its disaggregate measures exhibit variation over

time.
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Figure 5: Distributional impact of the 1-year ahead money growth on US PCE inflation for
selected time periods: January 1980, January 2005, January 2009, and March 2023. Notes:
the thick blue line represents the mean quantile responses of the 1-year ahead impact of
money growth on US PCE inflation. The shaded blue area represents the 68% bootstrapped
confidence interval.
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Figure 6: Distributional impact of the 1-year ahead money growth on Euro area HCPI
inflation for selected time periods: January 2005, January 2009, January 2015, and March
2023. Notes: the thick blue line represents the mean quantile responses of the 1-year ahead
impact of money growth on Euro area inflation. The shaded blue area represents the 68%
bootstrapped confidence interval.
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5 Conclusion

We proposed an innovative framework for examining the impact of money growth on

inflation and its disaggregate measures in the US and the Euro area. Our framework

focuses on quantile dependence, providing a novel approach to analyze the distributional

effects. This aspect of the relationship between money growth and inflation has not been

previously explored in the existing literature.

Through empirical analysis of both economies, we found evidence that variations in

the upper quantile of the money growth distribution significantly influence the distri-

bution of inflation and its disaggregate measures, affecting both its level and skewness.

On the other hand, the lower and median quantiles of the money growth distribution

exhibit a relatively negligible effect on the distribution of inflation.

Our proposed framework is versatile and can be applied to investigate various other

macroeconomic or financial phenomena. For instance, it can be extended to explore the

relationship between oil prices and stock returns or a growth-at-risk scenario.
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